Reach 2 Charrette Follow-up

TODAY’s MEETING
• Review February
charrette outcomes
and recent efforts
• Review draft reach
strategies and
proposed next steps
• Hear your feedback

Reach 2
Charrette

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field Trip
Shared values and givens
Overview of reach systems and La Conner example
Values as success measures
Idea generation
Develop project concepts
Present table concepts
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FLIP Goals & “Values”
• Reduce risk to public safety
• Optimize benefits to public infrastructure,
private property, and to public resources such
as salmon, salmon habitat, and water quality
• Provide a comprehensive understanding of the
river, its form and functions and importance to
resource-based economies including
agriculture and fisheries
• Protect and maintain, and where feasible,
restore river and floodplain habitats
• Create a more resilient flood risk reduction
system now and into the future
• Identify and prioritize a list of action items to
implement the plan
• Build consensus around mutually beneficial
outcomes
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What Happened Next?
• Nooksack FbD grant for $6M for
2019-21 biennium being awarded
• Nooksack pre-app made the first cut
for 2021-23 round of funding
• FLIP Steering Committee approved
use of FbD funding for early actions:
• $100,000 Duffner Ditch construction
• $50,000 Cougar Creek design

• Direct result of planning work: field
trip and charrette
FLIPSC: Whatcom River and Flood (Paula Harris and Deb Johnson), Whatcom
Natural Resources (John Thompson), Lummi Nation (Frank Lawrence), Nooksack
Tribe (Ned Currence), Agriculture (Fred Likkel)
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What Happened Next?
FLIPSC worked with tech staff to take charrette table
concepts and other issues not tackled at tables to
develop buckets of actions to advance the concepts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic Incentives
Floodplain Connectivity
Land Use Planning
Water Rights
Levee Re-configuration
Sediment
Improve Drainage
Tree Planting and Wetlands
Collaborate
Improve Mainstem Habitat Complexity
Bank Edge Roughening and Improvements
Note these ideas not yet advanced: Recreation, Look at Crop Suitability &
BMPs, Miscellaneous
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What Happened Next?
• Review of reach strategy from FbD
visioning (2015)
• Synthesis of draft strategies to
describe direction resulting from
Reach 2 planning work
• Development of buckets of actions to
implement that direction
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Reach 2: Draft Overarching Strategies to
Achieve FLIP Goals and Reach 2 Values
Maintain/Modify
Maintain or Modify?
existing ag levees
with overtopping
segments and
incorporate
mainstem habitat
improvements
•Largely retain existing
levee alignment (?)
•Consider localized levee
setbacks (?)
•Incorporate riparian,
bank and instream
habitat improvements

Improve
Significantly
improve floodplain
and tributaries for
salmon

Collaborate
Work with farmers
to identify measures
and project
components to
improve agricultural
viability

Maintain or
Reduce
Maintain or reduce
flood risk in the
Reach 2 floodplain
area, focusing in
Ferndale

Create Program
Create incentive
program through
drainage-based
management
planning to develop
pilot projects to
integrate issues like
water rights, habitat
improvement, ag
viability and flooding
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Draft buckets of actions that advance strategies
Levee modifications and between levee habitat improvements
Tributary and floodplain corridor improvements
Ferndale development impacts reduction
Incentive program
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Draft buckets of actions that advance strategies
X

Levee modifications and between levee habitat improvements
Tributary and floodplain corridor improvements
Ferndale development impacts reduction
Incentive program
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Example: Levee
Modifications and
Between Levee Habitat
Improvements

Upper Reach 2 - Number of bank/levee repairs

• Review of existing data
• Habitat mapping
• Levee repairs
• Hydraulic modeling
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Proposed Steps: Levee Modifications and Between
Levee Habitat Improvements
Additional model refinement/
calibration to 2020 flood (Spring 2020)

FLIPSC/Salmon focus group ID
habitat enhancement actions
and potential levee
modifications (Spring 2020)

Meet with landowners to
discuss willingness and
site-specific ag issues
(Spring-Summer 2020)

Meet with landowners to review
conceptual designs and cost
estimates (Fall 2020)

Bring conceptual
designs to Reach 2
group for review and
comment (Fall-winter
2020)

Prepare conceptual designs and
cost estimates (Summer-Fall 2020)

Perform technical analyses of
identified projects (Summer
2020)
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Draft buckets of actions that advance strategies
Levee modifications and between levee habitat improvements

X

Tributary and floodplain corridor improvements
Ferndale development impacts reduction
Incentive program
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Proposed Steps: Tributary and Floodplain Corridor
Improvements
Review habitat mapping and ID areas
with poor habitat (Spring 2020)

FLIPSC/Salmon focus group ID
and prioritize habitat
enhancement opportunities
(late Spring 2020)

Refine concepts and prepare
conceptual designs and cost
estimates (Summer-Fall 2020)

Meet with landowners to
discuss willingness and
site-specific ag issues
(Summer-Fall 2020)

Meet with landowners to review
conceptual designs and cost
estimates (Fall 2020)

Bring conceptual designs
to Reach 2 group for
review and comment
(Fall-Winter 2020)
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Example: Tributary and Floodplain
Corridor Improvements
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Draft buckets of actions that advance strategies
Levee modifications and between levee habitat improvements
Tributary, floodplain and overflow corridor improvements

X

Ferndale development impacts reduction
Incentives
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Proposed Steps: Ferndale Development Impacts Reduction
Use calibrated model and evaluate climate change
impacts (Spring-Summer 2020)
Red outlines show general
areas of zoned development

Meet with Ferndale staff to review results and
develop cumulative impacts modeling approach
(late Spring 2020)
Perform modeling of zoned development (Summer
2020)
Review results and support city staff in working
with Elected officials to discuss findings
(Summer-Fall 2020)
Refine floodplain management and capital
actions based on input (Summer-Fall 2020)
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Draft buckets of actions that advance strategies
Levee modifications and between levee habitat improvements
Tributary and floodplain corridor improvements
Ferndale development impacts reduction

X

Incentive program
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Proposed Steps: Incentives
Integrate with drainage-based management pilot in
Bertrand and Fishtrap Creeks

Evaluate existing incentive
and acquisition programs

Explore new incentives
Bring results to Reach 2 group
for discussion and input

Integrate findings from analysis with discussions with
landowners taking place in previous action buckets
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Proposed Steps: Incentives Detail
Integrate with drainage-based management pilot project on Bertrand and Fishtrap Creeks
• Project is being scoped but likely to include:
• Identification of potential projects for fish, farms and flood
• Development of metrics/accounting system to quantify benefits/impacts/contribution of actions toward
community goals
• Development of mechanism to evaluate baseline and post-project conditions
• Monitoring program
Evaluate existing incentive and acquisition programs for drainage-based management pilot implementation
• Purchase of development rights (ag conservation easements)
• Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP)
• Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)
• Floodplains by Design – some flexibility in acquisitions
Consider development of new incentive programs and tie to DBM framework
•

Develop agreed upon structure to measure contribution and result

•

Drainage system water level management

•

Water exchange

•

Headwater protection and enhancement

•

Water use efficiency

•

Carbon sequestration and storage
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We heard you and want to keep hearing you.

There is some continued analysis and modeling
to do with ideas that came out of charrette.

In a Nutshell
There will be a lot of local outreach and
discussions to come, but it will be projectfocused.

We are excited at the range of possibilities
highlighted at the charrette and will work with
you to add the detail to move projects forward.
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Thank you!
Send email or call Paula Harris if you have additional comments or questions
360/778-6285
Pharris@co.whatcom.wa.us
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Quick Zoom
and Google
Doc
Orientation

• Rename: hover over your image and select three
dots. At bottom can rename yourself with your
name and affiliation
• Screen management:
• Do not make Zoom full screen. You will need to
toggle between Zoom and Google Docs.
• View Options at the top of Zoom screen allows
you to merge or unmerge
chat/video/participants with the screen via sideby-side mode option
• Mute: please mute yourself when you are not
speaking. Mute is found by hovering over your
photo and clicking blue mute/unmute button or in
bottom left corner with microphone

Quick Zoom and
Google Doc
Orientation

• Google Docs:
• Create a new tab so it doesn’t kick you
off Zoom.
• There is a link to open google docs.
• You do not need to sign in or have an
account to access.
• You will be able to type into the
document and move shapes with others
on the call to provide input and see the
input of others. Google docs will stay
“live” for a week after the presentation
so you can continue to add to it.

Write a statement or comment about your
experience of the February Charrette
• Select a box.
• Type in a response.
• If someone else “has your box” –
simply select a different box.
• Google docs will “assign you” and
anonymous animal/

I finally saw
how the
system worked
in a flood and it
left me more
comfortable
moving work
forward.
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Read each of the following statements and place a
shape on the continuum to share your perspective
1. I like the direction the overall strategies are taking us in Reach 2
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Support: if
Support
Oppose
Champion
Don’t
issues
like
resolved
• Select a shape by
Shapes to use by
holding down mouse or
moving them onto the
key pad and dragging.
continuum
• Move the shape onto
the line where it
represents your opinion
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Proposed Steps: Levee Modifications and Between
Levee Habitat
Improvements

• Select a shape by
holding down mouse or
key pad and dragging.
• Move the shape onto
the line where it
represents your opinion

Did we hit the
mark? Shapes to
use.
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